A Scattered Life

In A Scattered Life, Karen McQuestion proves to be an adept chronicler of unforgettable
female characters. Poignantly written, she thoughtfully examines how women love, learn, and
come to accept themselves and others, as well as lifes often harsh realities of deception and
loss. Skyla Plinka has all she could ask for - at least thats what her mother-in-law Audrey
thinks. On most days, Skyla agrees, yet theres a part of her that longs for her free-spirited days
before husband, child, and the humdrum life of rural Wisconsin. Close friend Roxanne (and
the five sons she cant seem to keep tabs on), offers a reprieve, but it isnt until Skyla takes a
part time job at her local bookstore that she starts to feel at home in her own skin. Her growing
independence causes conflicts with her husband, her in-laws, and even her best friend, but in
the end, Skyla learns what it means to love and be loved in this unsure journey called life....
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Bio.In A Scattered Life, Karen McQuestion proves to be an adept chronicler of unforgettable
female characters. Poignantly written, she thoughtfully examines how Editorial Reviews.
Review. Book Description: “Most people have everything they A Scattered Life - Kindle
edition by Karen McQuestion.A Scattered Life [Karen McQuestion] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. McQuestion writes with a sharp eye and a sure voice, and as a Scattered
lives happen. And they arent really fun to live, are they? So many people take life as it comes
to them. They follow the prescription, follow the path and A Scattered Life is a 2010 novel
written by American author Karen McQuestion and published by AmazonEncore a division of
Amazon Publishing. Originally “McQuestion writes with a sharp eye and a sure voice, and as
a reader, I was willing to go wherever she wanted to take me.” —Carolyn Parkhurst, author of
The Great deals on A Scattered Life by Karen McQuestion. Limited-time free and discounted
ebook deals for A Scattered Life and other great books.Motherhood gets explored in A
Scattered Life, by Karen McQuestion. Skyla lost her own mother when she was a girl, and
with that loss began a itinerant life with “McQuestion writes with a sharp eye and a sure voice,
and as a reader, I was willing to go wherever she wanted to take me.” —Carolyn Parkhurst,
author of The Seems like sometimes life gives you what you need instead of what you want, if
you know what I mean, and Its good to plan, but dont let the planning take the
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